
THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN FITNESS EDUCATION AND PROGRAMMING



Working in the fitness industry since 2007, I've seen it change a
lot, grow a decent amount, but has the industry improved it's
service to our customers in that time?

I don't think we have improved our service enough in that time.
Wild EVO is about creating positive change in the fitness
industry for everyone. Customers will get a better quality of
coaching, more variety in their training and more detailed
programming.

Trainers and gyms will see increased attendance from current
customers, a wider range of customers and an increase in
lifetime member value. We are changing the world for the
better, improving the quality of peoples lives, and building a
future that is brighter than the present.

WILD TRAINING FOUNDER - JAMES GRIFFITHS

MISSION STATEMENT



Wild Training launched in 2010 and since then has established itself as one of the most exciting brands in
the fitness industry, with a unique approach to fun, effective, exciting training for everyone.

WHO ARE WE?

Our success has not come from just having some good workouts. It has come from having the best
trainers delivering those workouts, in a way that is absolutely iconic to the Wild Training brand.

The Wild Training team is made up of incredible trainers that
have developed their skills and businesses using the Wild
Training systems.

Those trainers became Wild Training by using the Wild EVO
trainer resources that we started creating since day one to
bridge the gap between what trainers learn when they
qualify, and the practical knowledge and skills they really
need to be successful.

WITH WILD EVO YOU CAN NOW BE A PART OF
THAT BRAND.  A PART OF THE WILD TRAINING
TEAM.



ARE YOU
TEAM EVO?

The Wild EVO license is the ultimate solution for personal trainers
looking to further study, develop their training skills and grow their
business.

Wild EVO is the next evolution in fitness education and
programming. Since 1980 when Phillip Mills proved his group
exercise systems in his father’s gym chain and launched his global
group exercise systems with the Les Mills brand in 1990, no personal
trainer has ever modernised that concept, until now.

WHAT IS WILD EVO?



WHO IS WILD
EVO FOR 

Experience in working in a gym or
working as a self employed personal
trainer.

QUALIFIED TRAINERS THOSE LOOKING TO GROW

Personal trainers who are looking to
grow and develop themselves and
their business.

NOT EVERYONE HAS WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A GREAT TRAINER
That's why we interview all candidates to make sure we invest in the right people who will be able to
deliver the high quality services our customers have come to expect.



WHAT TO EXPECT
FROM WILD EVO

Training to deliver all our exercise systems.

Business strategy – management, marketing, media, and
sales.

Biannual seminars – live Wild Training weekends with the
Wild master trainers.

Free access to Wild Online Workouts.

Income opportunities from Wild Live coaching services.

Professional marketing suite.

Discounts - exercise equipment, supplements, clothing and
more.



WHAT WILD
EVO ISN'T

WE ARE INNOVATORS 
EDUCATION WRITTEN BY TRAINERS, PROVEN BY TRAINERS, FOR TRAINERS

WE ARE NOT A FRANCHISE

WE ARE NOT A VOLUME FOCUSED BUSINESS

WE ARE NOT A GET RICH QUICK SCHEME



"Wild Evo was a hugely useful resource for me when I started my
career as a PT. For me the most useful tool was having quick and
easy access to some of the best and most versatile
programming I had come across. 

Constant support from the Wild Evo team meant that any
questions I had were quickly cleared up and all the knowledge I
had acquired could be put into practice.

Taking the jump to becoming a PT was an extremely scary move
for myself and I honestly do think that Wild Evo is the main
reason I was able to make my dream career work from the get
go."

WILD TRAINER - KURT HICKS 

WILD EVO REVIEWS 



"Wild Evo makes me a Personal Trainer that stands out from the crowd.

When I studied for my Level 3 Personal Training, I thought, once the certificate is in my hand, I can
consider myself a professional and an expert. But day one of the job is day one of learning. Wild Evo is
taught with the idea of working with real people.

From the psychology of actually getting people to want to train with you through to the systems that
work. You learn how to apply knowledge and back up your learning, not just ingest facts. The courses are
full of inspirational training methods, engaging you as a trainer, but keeping your client and gym
members enthusiastic about the variety of exercise they get to do.

In an often ego driven industry, I cannot praise the peer support enough, extremely collaborative and
great to infuse ideas and styles with trainers from a variety of backgrounds. Live training is always fun and
the sky's the limit when it comes to creativity and every question is always up for discussion. The Wild Evo
online trainer education system doesn't just make you a trainer, it makes you an innovator in the world of
health and fitness."

WILD TRAINER - HERMINA CAMPBELL

WILD EVO REVIEWS 



WILD EVO REVIEWS 

“James and the Wild Training team are some of the most professional and creative coaches I’ve
witnessed in the world. 

James has not only coached me personally for my own physical development, but, more recently, from a
professional development standpoint for myself and my team. The amount of “in the trench” knowledge
him and his team have is unquestionable. This is what lead me to seek business and leadership advice
from James in the first place. 

They practice what they preach day in day out, work with real people and run and a very successful gym
business, with a very strong and cohesive team...which is very rare! James is currently helping me with
how to build a team culture and get us all “singing off the same hymn sheet” to align with the vision and
mission of the business.” 

ADAM FEDORCIOW
HEAD TRAINER AT CORE FITNESS CLUB - JEDDAH, SAUDI ARABIA



TRAINING &
SUPPORT

Wild Training has  a successful track record in
developing personal trainers and supporting their
own business growth.

We do the job, run a gym, provide leading online
workout content and deliver interactive online
exercise classes. 

When it comes to practical, real world advice you
will not be able to find better value than Wild EVO.

The best words you will hear about Wild Training,
will come from the other trainers that work with us. 

DEDICATED TO SHARING
OUR KNOWLEDGE AND
PASSION WITH FITNESS
PROFESSIONALS.



WHO WE WORK
WITH


